Class reps
Fifth meetings notes
Clayton Chapman, Megan Roche, Benja Brauen-Alwarid
Cookie drive through:
●

We got the cookie pucks today! They are in the cafeteria freezer.
○

As for the arrangement of how the days of this event will go things are all the
same: the money will be preferably e-transferred and the cookies will come
in the dozens as assortments.

○

There will be a sign-up sheet on the grad board as well as the facebook page
where people will be able to select if they would like to bake at school and if
so when, if they are baking at home they can select how many dozen they
can bake. There will also be options to work the Saturday of the drive
through for packaging, handing them out or both. There will be ten slots for
baking in the school on Thursday and ten on Friday as well as ten for
packaging and ten for distributing on the saturday that people can sign up
for. As for signing up to bake at home there aren't designated slots since they
would be baking them on their own time but there will be a way for the to
say how many dozen they can bake and there will be a pick-up time of 3:10
on wednesday of next week where they will pick up the amount of cookies
they signed up to bake.

○

The members of the committee will be filling out the forms online or at the
grad board as well. The sign-up sheets are only for students, parents will be
contacted separately.

○

There will be an announcement tomorrow (friday the 3rd of december) done
during the morning announcements that tells people where they can sign-up
to participate and what the sign-up options are.

○

There's also concern with having sign-up sheets online and on the grad
board because we may not be able to keep up with all of the signees and
schedules so that will need to be watched closely.
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Bottle drives:
●

We would like to do bottle drives!
○

So far we've discussed writing up a letter to give to local restaurants/bars
asking for bottles, this letter will be written by a member of the student grad
committee.

○

That's all we discussed so far since we can't really do much beyond
discussing what our letter is going to look like until we get it done and
handed out. Once we get a rough idea of how many bottles we’ll be able to
get it will be easier to organize modes of transportation for the bottles.

Hoodies:
●

We're in a bit of a rut seeing as not much has changed since we got the first few
results from the original poll.
○

We've decided on having crew-necks, hoodies and sweatpants as an option
since most students we've spoken to would want all of them.

○

Sweatpants will be a basic design to make this process less complicated.

○

There will be a new poll posted once Michael gets designs for the clothing
made.

Valentines match-making handouts:
●

They've been handed out!
○

Mr.kirby has handed them out to all of the A-block teachers and the costs will
be dealt with by the student council so we don't need to pay for any of it
since there isn't much difference in the amount of money gained and spent
from this fundraiser.

○

We do however get all of the proceeds!

As always please let me know if there's anything you would like to see on the agenda for
next week and let me know if there is any way I could make these notes better for you!
Thanks, - Benja
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